Leaner. Not meaner.

That's the thinking behind the new Vox® Project Series™ from Nienkämper. In a highly competitive business environment, furniture for private offices has to offer exceptional value and versatility, and it must be efficient in its footprint and use of materials. What it doesn't have to be is a compromise. Building on the quality, connectivity and attention to detail associated with the Vox brand, Vox® Project Series™ adds smart new design concepts to the mix.

For example, each component is an independent, freestanding element. Instead of having a work surface supported by a pedestal storage unit, it's possible to have one or the other or both, and to position these elements wherever needed to make optimal use of space. With Vox® Project Series™, 'handedness' is a non-issue: there are no right- and left-handed assemblies, just separate units that fit together perfectly.

Ease of reconfigurability has been engineered right into the design. Converting a cabinet door that opens on the right to one that opens on the left is a simple matter of unscrewing the hinges, turning the door panel 180 degrees and reattaching it. Integrated Height Adjustment is optional with gable-supported tops.

Elegant hardware choices and the finest veneers and finishes add up to a wide range of possibilities; high-quality melamine cabinets are yet another option.

"This series has been designed so that it looks beautiful at a base level, and you can take it up from there to wherever you want," says designer Mark Müller. Vox® Project Series™ delivers what the marketplace needs today, and it's a strategic investment in the future.